The ability to visualize deep brain structures in vivo with high spatial resolution is of rising interest to investigate neuronal physiology and cerebral vasculature. Optical imaging offers non-invasive, high-resolution in vivo microscopy techniques to observe brain tissue and its surrounding environment. Two-photon fluorescence laserscanning microscopy (2PM) can overcome depth limitations by using nonlinear excitation. The ideal approach for deep imaging in brain is to use both high energy pulses and longer excitation wavelengths.
The ability to visualize deep brain structures in vivo with high spatial resolution is of rising interest to investigate neuronal physiology and cerebral vasculature. Optical imaging offers non-invasive, high-resolution in vivo microscopy techniques to observe brain tissue and its surrounding environment. Two-photon fluorescence laserscanning microscopy (2PM) can overcome depth limitations by using nonlinear excitation. The ideal approach for deep imaging in brain is to use both high energy pulses and longer excitation wavelengths.
For this abstract, we demonstrate in vivo deep-tissue imaging in mouse cortex using a high repetition rate (511 kHz) optical parametric amplifier (OPA) laser source that is tunable between 1,100 and 1,400 nm. We demonstrate the laser system's ability to routinely image dye-perfused vasculature and fluorescent protein-labeled neurons. We achieve an imaging depth of 1,330 um in vasculature labeled with Texas Red, and 1,160 um in neurons expressing tdTomato. Of particular interest to clinicians, we also demonstrate deep-tissue 2PM imaging with ICG. ICG is FDA-approved as a contrast agent for humans and is a promising route to apply multiphoton microscopy to clinical applications. Due to space considerations, we only show imaging results of vasculature labeled with Texas Red to an imaging depth of 1,200 um. Fig. 1(a) shows a 3D reconstruction of the vasculature. In Fib. 1(b), individual blood vessels can be seen with high contrast beyond 800 um and still resolved beyond 1,100 um. Fig. 1(c) demonstrates our ability to measure blood flow speed in individual capillaries at an imaging depth of 1,200 um.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that a high-pulse-energy light source that is tunable between 1,100 and 1,400 nm can extend the imaging depth of traditional 2PM. This work is relevant to the conference theme of advancing optics for imaging in scattering tissue, in particular the brain. Additionally, it presents indocyanine green as a promising contrast agent for multiphoton endoscopes in clinical applications. 
